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CSI:          SIX CHARACTERS BEHIND A MEXICAN POSTCARD



The e-bulletin presents articles as well as selections of books, albums, photographs
and documents as they have been handed down to the actual owners 

by their creators and by amateurs from past generations.

The physical descriptions, attributions, origins, and printing dates
of the books and photographs have been carefully ascertained by collations 

and through close analysis of comparable works. 

When items are for sale, the prices are in Euros, and Paypal is accepted.

N°33 : INVESTIGATING A MEXICAN POSTCARD

The verso of this photographic postcard offers so many information we could consider a deep investigation.
Collecting postcard is a peaceful hobby, collecting vintage postcards of iconic images with stamps 

and travelling evidences is among the most difficult of all collections.
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About the Characters on the Picture

«At their meeting in Mexico’s presidential palace on 7 December 1914, Villa and Zapata were
the two most powerful men in Mexico.

Two revolutionaries met for the first time three days before at the municipal school of
Xochimilco, 12 miles south of the capital. There Zapata with his family and Villa with his elite
troops, the Dorados (the Golden Ones, so called because of the gold insignia they wore on
their khaki uniforms and Stetsons) decided to jointly occupy Mexico City on December 6th.
After Villa and Zapata occupied the city, the interim President Eulalio Gutierrez threw a
banquet at the National Palace, where the above photo was taken.

Rodolfo Fierro is standing on far right, with Otilio Montaño (with his head bandaged) seated
near him. Tómas Urbina is seated at far left. Villa is on the presidential chair, and joked with
Zapata insisting they take turns sitting in the presidential chair for a photograph.  — I didn’t
fight for that — said Zapata — We should burn that chair to end all ambitions.

On December 9th, Zapata left Mexico City to start his campaign — he would not see Villa
again.» (IconicPhotos). 

Villa en la silla presedencial, variant image with an illegible credit (True West Archives)
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About the Photographer Who Took the Picture

Manuel Ramos (1874–1945) was an early press photographer who worked mostly in Mexico
City. In 1903 his photograph of the gored bull fighter Segurita, published in El Imparcial with
his signature below the image, became the first signed photograph to appear in the Mexican
press. Rámos joined Casasola's Agencia Fotográfica Mexicana and made extensive coverage
of the Decena Trágica of 1913. Later, Rámos turned to architecture and landscapes as his
principal subjects. His book Mexico moderno was published in 1937.

Relatively forgotten until recently, Ramos’ work was displayed at the Museo de la Ciudad de
México in early 2012 with a possible explaination for his disappearance as a credited reporter,
publishers did not mention his name after Ramos had produced strong photomontages during
another Mexican revolution (The Cristeros Rebellion, 1926-1929): «He was a militant
Catholic, not merely a believer. His devotion led him to join the Cristero army, perhaps not
with gun in hand, but with his camera. One of his great documents comes directly from within
the Cristro movement, which he understood as a legitimate defense of his perspective…
Ramos was not afraid to experiment as a photographer.... That’s pioneering photomontage:
he sought the ideal image...» (Alfonso Morales & Elia del Carmen Ramirez, Manuel Ramos,
Fervores y epifanías del México moderno, Tlaxcala, 2011). 

Manuel Ramos, Pancho Villa on the presidential chair, on his left Emiliano
Zapata. Original glass negative, collection Fundacion Televisiva, Mexico. 
Not any vintage print of this famous picture with his credit is known yet.
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About the Family of Publishers Who Made the Picture Famous

Agustín Víctor Casasola (1874-1938) began his career as a typographer for the newspaper El
Imparcial, eventually moving to reporter then on to photographer in the early 1900s. By 1911
Casasola was credited with founding the first Mexican press agency, Agencia Fotografica
Mexicana. Casasola was later thanked by the interim president in 1911, Francisco León de la
Barra, for having "inaugurated a new phase of freedom in the press photography." By the end
of 1912 the agency had expanded and changed its name to Agencia Mexicana de Informacion
Fotografica. The agency brought on more photographers and began purchasing pictures from
foreign agencies and amateurs, then redistributing those photographs to newspapers.

When El Imparcialwent out of business in 1917, Casasola recovered the newspaper's archives,
eventually compiling many of the photographs into the famed "Album histórico gráfico"which
covered the events of the Mexican Revolution. 

In 1920, Casasola as well as other notable Mexican photographers founded the Mexican
Association of Press photographers. Agustín Víctor worked with his brother Miguel, and the
younger generations: Gustavo, Ismael, Agustín hijo, Dolores, Piedad and Mario. The Casasola
Archive is housed since 1976 at the National Institute of Anthropology and History of Mexico». 
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About Johnny Who Sent the Postcard to his Mum

The verso of the postcard has a stamp, issued by Correos Mexicanos in 1934.
The postcard was sent out from Ciudad Juarez, Chihuahua (border town on the Rio Bravo,
and former capital of Pancho Villa). Possibly on 28 July 1934.
Sent to Mrs J. H. Burroughs in Steamboat Springs, Colorado (internationally known winter ski
resort destination since... 1913). This lady seems separated from her husband John Howell
Burroughs (1863-1950). Johnny can be her son John Rolfe Burroughs :

«In 1903, when John Rolfe Burroughs was 15 months old, his family moved to Steamboat
Springs, Colorado, where he spent his childhood. He graduated from the University of Arizona
and Harvard and traveled extensively while working as an oil field worker, a log-scaler, and a
magazine editor. After being released as a prisoner of war in World War II, he returned to
Steamboat Springs to design and construct in 1946 the log cabin home on the property, 173
Maple Street, and in 1952, The Doghouse, a second log cabin in which he wrote six books,
including the 1962 Western Heritage Award winners, Where the Old West Stayed Young, and
in 1967, “I never look back”: The Story of Buddy Werner. He is the only historical author who
has received the Cowboy Hall of Fame award twice.» (A RESOLUTION DESIGNATING THE
JOHN ROLFE BURROUGHS DISTRICT, LOT 1A, TO THE ROUTT COUNTY REGISTER OF
HISTORIC PROPERTIES). 
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About the collector who had found and preserved the Postcard

«Fernando Gamboa (1909-1990) was a museographer, painter, cultural promoter, diplomat
and director of Mexican museums. It was one of the creators of museology in Mexico and
one of the most nationally and internationally renowned specialists.
He studied painting and architecture at the Academy of San Carlos. Between 1930 and 1932,
it was part of the cultural missions of the Ministry of Education who traveled to different states
of Mexico to upgrade to rural teachers.

Fernando Gamboa was the main executor of the asylum policy of President Lazaro Cardenas
del Rio to the Spanish Republicans. In 1939 he organized the Sinaia, Ipanema, Mexique and
De grase ships sailed from Sète, France to the port of Veracruz. He also assisted in the transfer
to Mexico via New York of many personalities.

In 1936 he began to devote himself to museology and in 1941 became the director of the
National Chamber of the Palacio de Bellas. It was one of the founders of the National Institute
of Fine Arts and in 1947 was named director of the National Museum of Fine Arts.

Fernando Gamboa participated in the IX Pan American Conference and one of its activities
was to mount an exhibition of Mexican art during the conference broke out in Colombia what
is known as the Bogotazo (protests, riots and repression that followed the assassination of
Jorge Eliecer Gaitan on April 9, 1948 in Bogotá), and to prevent them from being destroyed
works of the exhibition, Fernando Gamboa a flag of Mexico wrapped and was making its way
through the busy streets of downtown Bogota to the Palace of communications to protect the
works there were.

From 1983 until his death in 1990, he was the director of Fomento Cultural Banamex.

One of his main contributions to the culture of the twentieth century were organized
exhibitions as curator and museographer. Between them:
The child in Mexican art (1944) - Benjamin Franklin Library
Hermenegildo Bustos (1951 - 1952) - National Museum of Fine Arts
Mexican art from pre-Columbian to the present day (1952) - Paris
masterpieces of Mexican art (1958) - International Fair in Brussels» (Cf. Wikipedia article

in Spanish language).

Part of his collections went to an institutions, other were sold at auctions by Lopez Morton,
Mexico City, more than 600 postcards including this one were consigned to the gallery of
Felipe Neria, Plaza deAngel, Zona Rosa, DF.
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MANUEL RAMOS (1874-1945). GRAL VILLA IN LA SILLA PRESIDENCIAL, Pancho Villa and
Emiliano Zapata posing in the presidential Palace, Mexico, 7 December 1914. 

Silver print photographic postcard, 88x138 mm, captions in Spanish and English, recto,
handwriting of John Rolfe Burroughs to his mother: «Buenas Dias», verso, 4 centavos Mexican
postage stamp (monument to the Revolution), date stamp illegible, possibly 28 July 1934. 

Provenance : collection of Fernando Gamboa, Mexico, Gallery Felipe Neria, Mexico.

1.200 euros



«One of the happiest days of my life is when I made five or six hundred pesos 
from a crop of watermelons I raise all on my own.» (Emiliano Zapata)
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